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Kamikaze Boys (gay young adult)
Jay Bell A gay coming-of-age story from the author of Something Like Summer... Everyone at school thinks that Connor Williams is a dangerous psychopath, but when he rescues
David Henry from the clutches of a bully, the two outsiders form an alliance of the heart. The world isn’t done messing with them though. David and Connor will have to ﬁght to keep
their love safe if they ever want to ﬁnd their happily-ever-after. Kamikaze Boys, a Lambda Literary award-winning novel, is the sweet and emotional story of two young men who
walk a perilous path in the hopes of saving each other.

Straight Boy
Jay Bell Books I love him. And I’m pretty sure he loves me back… even though he’s straight. When I ﬁrst met Carter King, I knew he was something special. I imagined us being
together, and we are, but only as friends. Best friends! I’m trying to be cool with that, even though I know he has secrets, and there have deﬁnitely been mixed signals. I don’t want
a crush to ruin what we already have. Then again, if there’s any chance that we can be together, it’s worth the risk, because Carter could be the love of my life. Or he might be the
boy who breaks my heart. Straight Boy is Jay Bell’s emotional successor to his critically acclaimed Something Like… series. This full-length novel tells a story of friendship and love
while skirting the blurry line that often divides the two.

Out of Time, Into You
Jay Bell Back to the Future meets The Time Traveler's Wife in this sexy but sweet gay love story! After graduating high school, a freak accident whisks Reggie Valentine back in time
to the 1950s where he meets Daniel Parker, a cute and wholesome guy his grandmother used to date. Reggie learns that Daniel is not only closeted, but unaware that two men can
fall in love and spend their lives together. They soon form a bond that is shrouded in secrecy, and as their feelings for each other intensify, leaving becomes unthinkable. But can
their relationship survive in a bygone era where attitudes about race and sexuality are so old fashioned? Out of Time, Into You tells the unforgettable story of two young men and
the incredible love they feel for each other as they struggle to ﬁnd their place in the universe. This book is intended for mature audiences. For younger readers, the minimum
recommended age is sixteen years old.

Kamikaze Boys
Createspace Independent Pub From the author of Something Like Summer...True love is worth ﬁghting for.My name is Connor Williams and people say I'm crazy. But that's not who I
am. They also think I'm straight, and mean, and dangerous. But that's not who I am. The stories people tell, all those legends which made me an outsider-they don't mean a thing.
Only my mother and my younger brother matter to me. Funny then that I ﬁnd myself wanting to stand up for someone else. David Henry, that kind-of-cute guy who keeps to himself,
he's about to get his ass beat by a bunch of dudes bigger than him. I could look away, let him be one more causality of this cruel world... But that's not who I am.Kamikaze Boys, a
Lambda Award winning novel, is a story of love triumphant as two young men walk a perilous path in the hopes of saving each other.

The Boy at the Bottom of the Fountain
Jay Bell Sometimes dreams come true, whether you’re ready for them or not. Shane was only fourteen when found a photo of a boy his age and became obsessed with it. Now,
thirteen years later, he has a chance encounter with a man who bears a striking resemblance. Already in a happy relationship, Shane must keep his fantasies in check while
attempting to solve the mystery, but little does he realize just how many connections they share. The Boy at the Bottom of the Fountain is a heartwarming short story about love in
its many forms, be they real or imagined.

Something Like Summer
School Edition
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A love story spanning a decade and beyond as two boys discover what it means to be friends, lovers, and sometimes even enemies.

The Cat in the Cradle (gay fantasy)
Jay Bell To set out into the world, to be surrounded by the unknown and become a stranger. Only then would he be free to reinvent himself. Or fall in love. Dylan wanted one last
adventure before the burden of adulthood was thrust upon him. And to confront the man he hadn't spoken to since their intimate night together. Stealing a boat with his faithful
companion Kio, their journey is cut short when they witness a brutal murder. A killer is loose in the Five Lands and attacking the most powerful families. Dylan--a potential target-seeks sanctuary from an unpredictable bodyguard named Tyjinn. Together they decide to turn the tables by hunting the killer down. Along the way, everything Dylan thought he
knew about himself will be challenged, but if he survives, he stands to win the love he never dreamed possible. The Cat in the Cradle is the ﬁrst book in the Loka Legends series and
features twenty-ﬁve original illustrations created by Andreas Bell, the author's husband.

Something Like Rain
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Nice guys ﬁnish last, but that doesn't mean they give up the ﬁght. Sometimes it's necessary to keep trudging through the rain in the hopes
of ﬁnding a break in the clouds. William Townson is a good person. He's kind, considerate, and the last thing he ever wanted was to hurt anyone. Accidents happen though, and
when they do, all that can be done is to pick up the pieces. For William, this means trying to hold together a stagnant relationship while resisting the temptation of Jason Grant, a
young man with eyes just as intense as his love. Only the future can promise redemption for mistakes of the past, forcing William to choose between the Coast Guard and the needs
of his heart. Can he ﬁnd his way through the downpour to somewhere warm and dry? Something like Rain is the latest installment of the Something Like... series, bringing shape to
another character's life while checking in with those from previous books.

Something Like Autumn
For some, a romantic relationship seems like an impossible dream. Growing up as a gay teenager in small-town Missouri, Jace Holden is convinced he'll die single and alone. When he
meets Victor-a wild spirit and fellow outsider-his chances of ﬁnding love go from hopeless to a very uncertain maybe. Bracing his heart, Jace chases after his desire anyway, all in
the hope of making his biggest dream come true. Something Like Autumn reveals the story of Jace's life before the events of Something Like Summer while also revisiting his
endearing relationship with Benjamin Bentley. Each Something Like... book follows a diﬀerent LGBTQ character on their quest for love. Central to the plot is the troubled relationship
between Ben and Tim, high school sweethearts who continue to meet at diﬀerent stages of their lives, their chemistry changing with each encounter. Surrounding them are a wealth
of friends and enemies, each with their own story, resulting in an immersive universe ﬁlled with optimism and hope, heartbreak and healing. While the series doesn't shy away from
sexual content, it also focuses deeply on emotion, resulting in an experience that will stay with you long after the ﬁnal page is turned. The Something Like... series: 01: Something
Like Summer 02: Something Like Autumn 03: Something Like Winter 04: Something Like Spring 05: Something Like Lightning 06: Something Like Thunder 07: Something Like Stories
- Volume One 08: Something Like Hail 09: Something Like Rain 10: Something Like Stories - Volume Two 11: Something Like Forever 12: Something Like Stories - Volume Three

Something Like Winter (m/m romance)
Jay Bell There are two sides to every story. Especially when you're still in the closet. Tim Wyman hoped moving to Texas would mean a new beginning, but he soon ﬁnds himself
falling into the same old patterns. Until he meets recklessly brave Benjamin Bentley, who brings love and compassion to his world. Certain that society won't understand what he
and Ben have together, Tim is determined to protect their relationship, even if it means twisting the truth. Buried beneath his own deceptions, Tim must claw his way to the surface
in the hopes of learning to ﬂy. Something Like Winter retells the story of Something Like Summer from Tim's perspective, oﬀering previously unrevealed moments and personal
journeys as he strives to become worthy of Ben’s love. Each Something Like... book follows a diﬀerent LGBTQ character on their quest for love. Central to the plot is the troubled
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relationship between Ben and Tim, high school sweethearts who continue to meet at diﬀerent stages of their lives, their chemistry changing with each encounter. Surrounding them
is a wealth of friends and enemies, each with their own story, resulting in an immersive universe ﬁlled with optimism and hope, heartbreak and healing. While the series doesn't shy
away from sexual content, it also focuses deeply on emotion, resulting in an experience that will stay with you long after the ﬁnal page is turned.

The Uninhabitable Earth
Life After Warming
"It is worse, much worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely scratching the surface of what terrors are
possible. In California, wildﬁres now rage year-round, destroying thousands of homes. Across the US, "500-year" storms pummel communities month after month, and ﬂoods
displace tens of millions annually. This is only a preview of the changes to come. And they are coming fast. Without a revolution in how billions of humans conduct their lives, parts
of the Earth could become close to uninhabitable, and other parts horriﬁcally inhospitable, as soon as the end of this century. In his travelogue of our near future, David WallaceWells brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await -- food shortages, refugee emergencies, and other crises that will reshape the globe. But the world will be remade by
warming in more profound ways as well, transforming our politics, our culture, our relationship to technology, and our sense of history. It will be all-encompassing, shaping and
distorting nearly every aspect of human life as it is lived today. Like An Inconvenient Truth and Silent Spring before it, The Uninhabitable Earth is both a meditation on the
devastation we have brought upon ourselves and an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the
responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single generation"--

Hell's Pawn
Jay Bell John Grey is dead... and that's just the beginning of his troubles. Purgatory should have been a safe haven for souls that belong neither in Heaven nor Hell, but instead John
ﬁnds himself in a corrupt prison, one bereft of freedom or pleasure. Along with his decedent friend Dante, John makes a brave escape, only to fall straight down to Hell and into the
arms of Rimmon, a handsome incubus. John is soon recruited as Hell's ambassador, visiting the afterlife realms of other cultures to enlist an army strong enough to stand against
Heaven. As interesting as his new job is, John's mind keeps returning to Purgatory and the souls still trapped there. Somehow John must stop a war he doesn't believe in and liberate
Purgatory, all while desperately trying to attract the attention of an incubus whose heart belongs to another.

Something Like Stories - Volume One
Jay Bell Benjamin Bentley and many other beloved characters from the Something Like… series make their triumphant return in this collection of short stories and bonus material.
Something Like Yesterday travels to the past where Eric Conroy attempts to ﬁnd love against a backdrop of intolerance and political upheaval. Something Like Fall takes Ben down
memory lane as he revisits the three most important men in his life. Allison Cross ﬁnally gets her dues in Something Like Tonight, examining the relationships in her life during a
girls night out. Something Like Eternity takes the series where it has never gone before as Victor Hemingway seeks out his ultimate destiny. Also included is a character guide and a
timeline of key events thus far. Laughter and tears await you in this very special anthology! The Something Like... series: #1: Something Like Summer #2: Something Like Autumn
#3: Something Like Winter #4: Something Like Spring #5: Something Like Lightning #6: Something Like Thunder #7: Something Like Stories - Volume One #8: Something Like Hail
#9: Something Like Rain #10: Something Like Stories - Volume Two #11 Something Like Forever #12: Something Like Stories - Volume Three

Pride High : Book 1 - Young Adults, Old School Problems
Jay Bell What’s it like being a teenager in the 90s? I’ll tell you. Anthony’s life would be perfect, if he wasn’t in love with his best friend Omar, who should be worrying about his
grades but can only think about girls, especially now that Silvia actually talked to him, but she’s more concerned about someone noticing the legal status of her parents, unlike her
best friend Mindy who feels like she’s invisible, especially around boys like Cameron, who doesn’t realize that the guy he’s chatting with online is diﬀerent than the one he plans on
ﬂirting with tomorrow. But besides all that, things are ﬁne. I guess. Oh wait, did you hear what happened to Ricky? Now that was a mess! Pride High is Jay Bell’s spiritual successor
to his award-winning Something Like… series. A new short story, Something Like Daybreak, is included as a special bonus.

Something Like Thunder
Jay Bell This isn't a coming out story. Nor is it the tale of a lonely heart seeking companionship. This is about how I learned to ﬁght. My name is Nathaniel Courtney and I'm a survivor.
I didn't let the cruelty of others wear me down, and I've weathered the more subtle hardships of the heart. Love is a Trojan horse, slipping past your guard and leaving you
ransacked and vulnerable. I emerged from that war not unscathed but as a new man. The only mistake I made was letting the right guy get away. Now I've got one more chance.
This is the ﬁnal battle, because if I fail now... I won't. You'll see. Just listen to my story, Kelly Phillips, and when I'm done, please don't walk away. Take this weary soldier into your
arms so we can ﬁnd peace together. Something Like Thunder is the sixth book in the ongoing Something Like... series, shedding light on past events while leading the reader toward
an exciting new future.

Something Like Lightning
Jay Bell Books Kelly Phillips has been out and proud since he was a teenager, and thanks to the gay youth group he frequented, he's never been short on friends or lovers. But when
you have almost everything, it's hard not to focus on what's just out of reach: A best friend, who would be Mr. Right if he wasn't already Mr. Straight. Or that handsome guy at
school, who would be easier to wrangle if not for his angel wings. And then there's the one who might be a perfect ﬁt, maybe even a soulmate... if only he wasn't convinced he didn't
need anyone at all. Kelly has always been good at running. Now he must learn to chase, which will not only test his endurance, but the durability of his heart as well. Something Like
Lightning is a new beginning for the Something Like... series, shifting the focus to a fresh set of characters while also revisiting a familiar face or two.

Something Like Hail
Jay Bell Books Noah Westwood is tired of life on the streets, so he turns to life as an escort, but he’s playing a dangerous game. A secret from his past could turn his new friends into
enemies, and he isn’t sure he can perform his duties, especially when he’s more interested in falling in love. Noah is oﬀ the streets, but he’ll have to travel down many roads on his
quest to ﬁnd his happily-ever-after.

Something Like Summer - The Comic - Volume One: Summer
Jay Bell Books The hot Texas nights were lonely for Ben before his heart began beating to the rhythm of two words; Tim Wyman. By all appearances, Tim had the perfect body and
ideal life, but when a not-so-accidental collision brings them together, Ben discovers that the truth is rarely so simple. If winning Tim's heart was an impossible quest, keeping it
would prove even harder as family, society, and emotion threaten to tear them apart. Jay Bell's bestselling Something Like... series is retold in vivid color, the story now
accompanied by Cassy Fallon’s evocative art. This adaptation is the perfect starting point for newcomers, while those familiar with the novels and movie will discover fresh twists
and turns. Experience a love story like no other in this ﬁrst volume of collected comics!

Grave Misfortune: The USS Indianapolis Tragedy
The USS Indianapolis Tragedy
Government Printing Oﬃce Dedicated to the Sailors and Marines who lost their lives on the ﬁnal voyage of USS Indianapolis and to those who survived the torment at sea following its
sinking. plus the crews that risked their lives in rescue ships. The USS Indianapolis (CA-35) was a decorated World War II warship that is primarily remembered for her worst 15
minutes. . This ship earned ten (10) battle stars for her service in World War II and was credited for shooting down nine (9) enemy planes. However, this fame was overshadowed by
the ﬁrst 15 minutes July 30, 1945, when she was struck by two (2) torpedoes from Japanese submarine I-58 and sent to the bottom of the Philippine Sea. The sinking of Indianapolis
and the loss of 880 crew out of 1,196 --most deaths occurring in the 4-5 day wait for a rescue delayed --is a tragedy in U.S. naval history. This historical reference showcases primary
source documents to tell the story of Indianapolis, the history of this tragedy from the U.S. Navy perspective. It recounts the sinking, rescue eﬀorts, follow-up investigations,
aftermath and continuing communications eﬀorts. Included are deck logs to better understand the ship location when she sunk and testimony of survivors and participants. For
additional historical publications produced by the U.S. Naval History and Heritage Command, please check out these resources here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/naval-history-heritage-command Year 2016 marked the 71st anniversary of the sinking and another spike in public attention on the loss -including a big screen adaptation of the story, talk of future ﬁlms, documentaries, and planned expeditions to locate the wreckage of the warship.
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Something Like Forever
Jay Bell Books The hot Texas nights were lonely for Ben before he met Tim Wyman, the man he would one day marry. Now, twenty years later, everything is perfect. Isn’t it?
Something Like Forever, the ﬁnal book in the series, is a love story spanning a lifetime and beyond as two men discover what it means to be friends, lovers, and so much more.

No Logo
Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies
Macmillan An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting, powerful corporations combines muckraking journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss current
consumer culture

From Darkness to Darkness
Jay Bell From the cradle to the grave... The Black Oligarch is dead. Some call his replacement a boy, others call him a threat. Cole lost everything the night he became Oligarch: his
family, his home... even Jonah. Now he's alone, left only with painful memories and the power to destroy the Five Lands. When Dylan is sent to help Cole, he ﬁnds they have more in
common than expected. They hope to build a new life together, but dark forces have other plans for them. The dead are rising, bringing secrets from the past that threaten to
change their lives forever. Can Dylan guide a young man through the darkness and protect those he loves without making the ultimate sacriﬁce? From Darkness to Darkness, book
two of the Loka Legends series, features new illustrations by Andreas Bell, the author's husband.

Like and Subscribe (free gay romance)
Jay Bell Remember that hunky guy on YouTube who caught your eye? The one with the awesome pecs and killer smile? I bet you couldn't stop watching his videos. Just imagine if you
had a chance to meet him and all your fantasies started coming true. There's only one catch: Between you and your dream guy is his less-than-pleased boyfriend. They say that love
conquers all, but can love conquer love? Like and Subscribe is a new short story by Jay Bell, the author of Something Like Summer. Keywords: gay love, gay sex, gay relationships,
LGBT, m/m romance, gay series, epic romance, queer ﬁction, free, freebie, short story

The Diversity Style Guide
Wiley-Blackwell New diversity style guide helps journalists write with authority and accuracy about a complex, multicultural world A companion to the online resource of the same
name, The Diversity Style Guide raises the consciousness of journalists who strive to be accurate. Based on studies, news reports and style guides, as well as interviews with more
than 50 journalists and experts, it oﬀers the best, most up-to-date advice on writing about underrepresented and often misrepresented groups. Addressing such thorny questions as
whether the words Black and White should be capitalized when referring to race and which pronouns to use for people who don’t identify as male or female, the book helps readers
navigate the mineﬁeld of names, terms, labels and colloquialisms that come with living in a diverse society. The Diversity Style Guide comes in two parts. Part One oﬀers
enlightening chapters on Why is Diversity So Important; Implicit Bias; Black Americans; Native People; Hispanics and Latinos; Asian Americans and Paciﬁc Islanders; Arab Americans
and Muslim Americans; Immigrants and Immigration; Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation; People with Disabilities; Gender Equality in the News Media; Mental Illness, Substance
Abuse and Suicide; and Diversity and Inclusion in a Changing Industry. Part Two includes Diversity and Inclusion Activities and an A-Z Guide with more than 500 terms. This guide:
Helps journalists, journalism students, and other media writers better understand the context behind hot-button words so they can report with conﬁdence and sensitivity Explores
the subtle and not-so-subtle ways that certain words can alienate a source or infuriate a reader Provides writers with an understanding that diversity in journalism is about accuracy
and truth, not “political correctness.” Brings together guidance from more than 20 organizations and style guides into a single handy reference book The Diversity Style Guide is
ﬁrst and foremost a guide for journalists, but it is also an important resource for journalism and writing instructors, as well as other media professionals. In addition, it will appeal to
those in other ﬁelds looking to make informed choices in their word usage and their personal interactions.

Imperial-Way Zen
Ichikawa Hakugen's Critique and Lingering Questions for Buddhist Ethics
University of Hawaii Press During the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, Zen Buddhist leaders contributed actively to Japanese imperialism, giving rise to what has been termed
"Imperial-Way Zen" (Kodo Zen). Its foremost critic was priest, professor, and activist Ichikawa Hakugen (1902–1986), who spent the decades following Japan’s surrender almost
single-handedly chronicling Zen’s support of Japan’s imperialist regime and pressing the issue of Buddhist war responsibility. Ichikawa focused his critique on the Zen approach to
religious liberation, the political ramiﬁcations of Buddhist metaphysical constructs, the traditional collaboration between Buddhism and governments in East Asia, the philosophical
system of Nishida Kitaro (1876–1945), and the vestiges of State Shinto in postwar Japan. Despite the importance of Ichikawa’s writings, this volume is the ﬁrst by any scholar to
outline his critique. In addition to detailing the actions and ideology of Imperial-Way Zen and Ichikawa’s ripostes to them, Christopher Ives oﬀers his own reﬂections on Buddhist
ethics in light of the phenomenon. He devotes chapters to outlining Buddhist nationalism from the 1868 Meiji Restoration to 1945 and summarizing Ichikawa’s arguments about the
causes of Imperial-Way Zen. After assessing Brian Victoria’s claim that Imperial-Way Zen was caused by the traditional connection between Zen and the samurai, Ives presents his
own argument that Imperial-Way Zen can best be understood as a modern instance of Buddhism’s traditional role as protector of the realm. Turning to postwar Japan, Ives examines
the extent to which Zen leaders have reﬂected on their wartime political stances and started to construct a critical Zen social ethic. Finally, he considers the resources Zen might
oﬀer its contemporary leaders as they pursue what they themselves have identiﬁed as a pressing task: ensuring that henceforth Zen will avoid becoming embroiled in international
adventurism and instead dedicate itself to the promotion of peace and human rights. Lucid and balanced in its methodology and well grounded in textual analysis, Imperial-Way Zen
will attract scholars, students, and others interested in Buddhism, ethics, Zen practice, and the cooptation of religion in the service of violence and imperialism.

Anime from Akira to Princess Mononoke
Experiencing Contemporary Japanese Animation
Springer With the popularity of Pokemon still far from waning, Japanese animation, known as anime to its fans, has a ﬁrm hold on American pop culture. However, anime is much
more than children's cartoons. It runs the gamut from historical epics to sci-ﬁ sexual thrillers. Often dismissed as fanciful entertainment, anime is actually quite adept at portraying
important social and cultural issues like alienation, gender inequality, and teenage angst. This book investigates the ways that anime presents these issues in an in-depth and
sophisticated manner, uncovering the identity conﬂicts, fears over rapid technological advancement, and other key themes present in much of Japanese animation.

Something Like Summer - The Comic - Volume Two: Autumn
Jay Bell Benjamin Bentley's quest for love continues! High school has come to an end. So has his ﬁrst real serious relationship with another guy. Nursing a broken heart, Ben sets his
sights on the future, unsure what to think when he meets kind-hearted Jace Holden. They have serious romantic potential together, but Ben doesn't know if he's ready to move on to
someone new, and Jace has his own complicated history that soon returns to haunt them both. Jay Bell's bestselling Something Like... series is retold in vivid color, the story now
accompanied by Cassy Fallon's evocative art. Experience an unforgettable gay love story in this second volume of collected comics!

Something Like Stories - Volume Two
Jay Bell Books The Something Like... series is drawing to a close! Before it ends, reunite with favorite characters and meet others for the ﬁrst time in this special collection of fourteen
stories. Highlights include Something Like Champagne, in which Marcello searches for the truth behind a drunken vision. In Something Like Bunnies, a young Jace Holden struggles
with his ﬁrst crush. Ben and Tim return in Something Like Memories as they debate when exactly they should celebrate their anniversary, and Jason ﬁnally makes an important
decision about his future with William in Something Like Sun. Joyful reunions and tearful goodbyes await you, as do many aﬃrmations of love, in this second volume of short stories.
The Something Like... series: #1: Something Like Summer #2: Something Like Autumn #3: Something Like Winter #4: Something Like Spring #5: Something Like Lightning #6:
Something Like Thunder #7: Something Like Stories - Volume One #8: Something Like Hail #9: Something Like Rain #10: Something Like Stories - Volume Two #11 Something Like
Forever
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The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking
How Irrational Beliefs Keep Us Happy, Healthy, and Sane
Penguin In this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology Today shows us how magical thinking makes life worth living. Psychologists have documented a litany of
cognitive biases- misperceptions of the world-and explained their positive functions. Now, Matthew Hutson shows us that even the most hardcore skeptic indulges in magical
thinking all the time-and it's crucial to our survival. Drawing on evolution, cognitive science, and neuroscience, Hutson shows us that magical thinking has been so useful to us that
it's hardwired into our brains. It encourages us to think that we actually have free will. It helps make us believe that we have an underlying purpose in the world. It can even protect
us from the paralyzing awareness of our own mortality. In other words, magical thinking is a completely irrational way of making our lives make rational sense. With wonderfully
entertaining stories, personal reﬂections, and sharp observations, Hutson reveals our deepest fears and longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his surname contains so
many of the same letters as this imprint.

Something Like Stories
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Something Like... series is drawing to a close! Before it ends, reunite with favorite characters and meet others for the ﬁrst time in this
special collection of fourteen stories. Highlights include Something Like Champagne, in which Marcello searches for the truth behind a drunken vision. In Something Like Bunnies, a
young Jace Holden struggles with his ﬁrst crush. Ben and Tim return in Something Like Memories as they debate when exactly they should celebrate their anniversary, and Jason
ﬁnally makes an important decision about his future with William in Something Like Sun. Joyful reunions and tearful goodbyes await you, as do many aﬃrmations of love, in this
second volume of short stories.

Something Like Spring
Jay Bell Nothing in this world is permanent. Friends, lovers, even family, can all disappear in the blink of an eye. Without these anchors, it’s easy to ﬁnd yourself drifting. Jason Grant
doesn't have much, aside from a beat-up old guitar and knack for getting kicked out of foster homes. His latest placement is set to be just another in a long line of failures. Then he
meets Caesar Hubbard, a handsome guy who lives down the hall. For the ﬁrst time in his life, Jason wants to stay, which means learning to be part of a family, and not letting his
feelings--or his actions--ruin his ﬁrst real chance of ﬁnding love. Something Like Spring introduces a new character to the Something Like... series, one with a troubled past and an
equally turbulent future. Jason must traverse a winding road fraught with emotional conﬂicts and tough decisions... a road that might just lead to a certain couple in Austin. Each
Something Like... book follows a diﬀerent gay character on their quest for love. Central to the plot is the troubled relationship between Ben and Tim, high school sweethearts who
continue to meet at diﬀerent stages of their lives, their chemistry changing with each encounter. Surrounding them is a wealth of friends and enemies, each with their own story,
resulting in an immersive universe ﬁlled with optimism and hope, heartbreak and healing. While the series doesn't shy away from sexual content, it also focuses deeply on emotion,
promising an experience that will stay with you long after the ﬁnal page is turned.

Mind Gym
An Athlete's Guide to Inner Excellence
McGraw Hill Professional Praise for Mind Gym "Believing in yourself is paramount to success for any athlete. Gary's lessons and David's writing provide examples of the importance of
the mental game." --Ben Crenshaw, two-time Masters champion and former Ryder Cup captain "Mind Gym hits a home run. If you want to build mental muscle for the major leagues,
read this book." --Ken Griﬀey Jr., Major League Baseball MVP "I read Mind Gym on my way to the Sydney Olympics and really got a lot out of it. Gary has important lessons to teach,
and you'll ﬁnd the exercises fun and beneﬁcial." --Jason Kidd, NBA All-Star and Olympic gold-medal winner In Mind Gym, noted sports psychology consultant Gary Mack explains how
your mind inﬂuences your performance on the ﬁeld or on the court as much as your physical skill does, if not more so. Through forty accessible lessons and inspirational anecdotes
from prominent athletes--many of whom he has worked with--you will learn the same techniques and exercises Mack uses to help elite athletes build mental "muscle." Mind Gym will
give you the "head edge" over the competition.

The Only Living Boy #1
Prisoner of the Patchwork Planet
Papercutz

Cengage Advantage Books: Introduction to Sociology
Cengage Learning Packed with current examples you can easily relate to, Tischler’s INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY, 11E delivers comprehensive, up-to-date coverage in a succinct and
aﬀordable format. The author begins by equipping you with tools for success, including tips for how to read, study, and take tests more eﬀectively. A built-in study guide and
practice tests ensure thorough understanding. The text threads two basic ideas throughout: sociology is a rigorous, scientiﬁc discipline, and basic knowledge of sociology is
essential for understanding social interaction in many work and social settings. With its streamlined 16 chapters, INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY, 11E delivers cutting-edge coverage
that is concise yet thorough--and makes sociology completely accessible. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Straight Boy
Jay Bell Books I love him. And I'm pretty sure he loves me back... even though he's straight. When I ﬁrst met Carter King, I knew he was something special. I imagined us being
together, and we are, but only as friends. Best friends! I'm trying to be cool with that, even though I know he has secrets, and there have deﬁnitely been mixed signals. I don't want
a crush to ruin what we already have. Then again, if there's any chance that we can be together, it's worth the risk, because Carter could be the love of my life. Or he might be the
boy who breaks my heart. Straight Boy is Jay Bell's emotional successor to his critically acclaimed Something Like... series. This full-length novel tells a story of friendship and love
while exploring the blurry line that often divides the two.

Grumman F-14 Tomcat
Bye - Bye Baby...!: Images & Reminiscences From 35 Years of Active Service
Zenith Press For thirty-ﬁve years of active naval service, the Grumman F-14 Tomcat was the foremost air superiority ﬁghter of the Cold War, with continuing service as a ﬁghterbomber in the Gulf Wars. Two hundred thousand sailors, both pilots and "ground" crew, served in F-14 squadrons with the Tomcat over its decades of ﬂight.This book is a grand
remembrance of this great aircraft by those who ﬂew it. Hundreds of pilots have included their favorite stories of the missions and planes that brought them home. Two hundred
exceptional color photographs show the F-14 on the deck, in the air, and over the sea.

Something Like Winter
Jay Bell Books There are two sides to every story. When you're still in the closet, sometimes there are three. Tim Wyman hoped moving to Texas would mean a new beginning, but he
soon ﬁnds himself falling into the same old patterns. Until he meets recklessly brave Benjamin Bentley, who brings love and compassion to his world. Certain that society won't
understand what he and Ben have together, Tim is determined to protect their relationship, even if it means twisting the truth. Buried beneath his own deceptions, Tim must claw
his way to the surface in the hopes of learning to ﬂy. Something Like Winter retells the story of Something Like Summer from Tim's perspective, oﬀering previously unrevealed
moments and personal journeys as he strives to become worthy of Ben's love. Each Something Like... book follows a diﬀerent LGBTQ character on their quest for love. Central to the
plot is the troubled relationship between Ben and Tim, high school sweethearts who continue to meet at diﬀerent stages of their lives, their chemistry changing with each
encounter. Surrounding them are a wealth of friends and enemies, each with their own story, resulting in an immersive universe ﬁlled with optimism and hope, heartbreak and
healing. While the series doesn't shy away from sexual content, it also focuses deeply on emotion, resulting in an experience that will stay with you long after the ﬁnal page is
turned. The Something Like... series: 01: Something Like Summer 02: Something Like Autumn 03: Something Like Winter 04: Something Like Spring 05: Something Like Lightning 06:
Something Like Thunder 07: Something Like Stories - Volume One 08: Something Like Hail 09: Something Like Rain 10: Something Like Stories - Volume Two 11: Something Like
Forever 12: Something Like Stories - Volume Three
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Something Like Summer - The Comic - Volume Three: Winter
Jay Bell Something Like Summer reaches its dramatic conclusion in this third and ﬁnal volume of collected comics! Tim is back and even more handsome than before. To make
matters worse, Jace is distracted, still reeling from the loss of someone special to him. Ben will have to tread a thin line if he wants to win the love he's always yearned for. But how
can he possibly choose when both men have captured his heart so completely? This ﬁnal installment of gay comics includes a bonus gallery of rare and beautiful illustrations.

American Airpower Comes Of Age—General Henry H. “Hap” Arnold’s World War II
Diaries Vol. II [Illustrated Edition]
Pickle Partners Publishing Includes the Aerial Warfare In Europe During World War II illustrations pack with over 180 maps, plans, and photos. Gen Henry H. “Hap.” Arnold, US Army Air
Forces (AAF) Chief of Staﬀ during World War II, maintained diaries for his several journeys to various meetings and conferences throughout the conﬂict. Volume 1 introduces Hap
Arnold, the setting for ﬁve of his journeys, the diaries he kept, and evaluations of those journeys and their consequences. General Arnold’s travels brought him into strategy
meetings and personal conversations with virtually all leaders of Allied forces as well as many AAF troops around the world. He recorded his impressions, feelings, and expectations
in his diaries. Maj Gen John W. Huston, USAF, retired, has captured the essence of Henry H. Hap Arnold—the man, the oﬃcer, the AAF chief, and his mission. Volume 2 encompasses
General Arnold’s ﬁnal seven journeys and the diaries he kept therein.

Something Like Autumn (gay ﬁction)
Jay Bell For some, a romantic relationship seems like an impossible dream... While growing up gay in small-town Missouri, Jace Holden is convinced he’ll die single and alone. When
he meets Victor—a free spirit and fellow outsider—his chances of ﬁnding love go from hopeless to a very uncertain maybe. The more Jace gets to know his wild boy, the more he
realizes just how strange Victor truly is, preferring to camp in the woods and wax philosophical rather than live a normal life. Bracing his heart, Jace chases after his desire anyway,
all in the hope of making his biggest dream come true. Something Like Autumn reveals the story of Jace's life before the events of Something Like Summer while also revisiting his
endearing relationship with Benjamin Bentley. Each Something Like... book follows a diﬀerent LGBTQ character on their quest for romance. Central to the plot is the troubled
relationship between Ben and Tim, high school sweethearts who continue to meet at diﬀerent stages of their adult lives, their chemistry changing with each encounter. Surrounding
them is a wealth of friends and enemies, each with their own story, resulting in an immersive universe ﬁlled with optimism and hope, heartbreak and healing. While the series
doesn't shy away from sexual content, it also focuses deeply on emotion, resulting in an experience that will stay with you long after the ﬁnal page is turned.
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